SEE IT. SAVE IT. SHARE IT.

Preventive maintenance simplified with Fluke Connect® Assets software
MINIMIZE TIME IN DANGEROUS
ENVIRONMENTS
The Fluke Connect system of tools and software gives technicians the ability to get the readings they need outside of
arc blast zones and away from dangerous machinery.

LOCK DOWN YOUR DATA &
SHARE FROM ANYWHERE

Reinforce the safety procedures you already have by loading
safety manuals and policies in Fluke Connect for easy team
member accessibility from their mobile devices in the field.

Collaborate and store maintenance
data on the Fluke Cloud™ and enable
your approved team members to
access it whenever and wherever they
need to. At the same time, you benefit
from best-in-class security.

SAVE TIME REPORTING
Generate customizable reports
with ease to share your findings.
Incorporate multiple measurement types including electrical,
mechanical, vibration, temperature
and thermal all in one report.

SEE YOUR MEASUREMENT
DATA ALL IN ONE PLACE
Whether you’re working in industrial or facility maintenance, this
system of software and wireless
test tools was designed for you and
your team.

FLUKE CONNECT® SOFTWARE
AT A GLANCE:
Fluke Connect®
Measurements

Fluke Connect®
Assets
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Plus: Generate a customizable report with full Asset Analysis data
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Asset Analysis

View all types of maintenance data for an individual asset in one place, to more quickly identify
and solve problems
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Asset Health dashboard

Generates a summary of all assets over time for easy identification of correlated or periodic failures
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Asset Status dashboard

Display a summary of all assets with current status based on the most recent maintenance actions
to quickly identify where to focus
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Asset Hierarchy

Create a hierarchy of assets showing test points, individual assets and groups of assets

Quick start

Import a list of assets in one easy step to quickly start your preventive maintenance program
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Asset information

Easily access all relevant information for each asset in one place, including references, manuals,
location, and past inspection data
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Asset Status and History

Displays a news feed of all changes in an individual asset including status and thresholds
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Work orders

Automatically include maintenance data in work orders, view complete work order history and
create work orders from the field

Feature

Description

AutoRecord™
measurements

Standard: Wirelessly save measurements to Fluke Cloud™ and add text or audio annotations
Plus: Assign measurement to a specific asset

TrendIt™ graphs

Trend measurements from a single session in a time series graph

ShareLive ™ video calls

View live tool measurements, video and audio to collaborate in real time

Fluke Cloud™ storage

Securely store up to 5 GB of data per user

Reports

Standard: Create reports with accurate and traceable maintenance data
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Coming soon

The growing system of Fluke Connect wireless tools includes:
Infrared cameras, vibration meters, digital multimeters, current meters, voltage meters, temperature meters and process tools.

Optimize your Fluke Connect® experience. Start your free trial now at www.fluke.com/freetrial
Free trial terms: Open to those 18 years or older (or the age of majority under applicable law, whichever is older).
Free trial is for a limited duration and is offered for a limited time. Void where prohibited by law. Full terms and conditions at: fluke.com/FCfreetrial.
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